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Question(s) Presented: Does a second-degree NJ robbery constitute an aggravated felony “theft offense” under the INA, 

so that it is a particularly serious crime precluding asylum / WH? 

 

Holdings: Yes, the robbery charge = aggravated felony “theft offense” = particularly serious crime. 

 

Rationale: no matter which of the 8 NJ theft laws he broke, they all line up with the three elements of the generic 

definition of “theft offense”: taking property, without intelligent and knowing consent, and with specific intent to do so. 

So a theft offense = agg felony = particularly serious crime = no asylum / WH. 

 

Facts: Citizen of Nigeria entered EWI in 1994. Married USC in 1997. Committed a series of crimes, including a second-

degree robbery under NJ law. For the robbery, respondent received a sentence of 10 years. Released on parole in 2008, 

but then detained by DHS. Released on bond in 2010. DUI 2011. Convicted of tax fraud. Sought asylum because of law in 

Nigeria punishing people for drug convictions abroad. After first round of asylum etc. was denied, stayed in criminal 

pretrial custody and decided he was bisexual. Nigeria has punitive laws regarding homosexuality. Also, NJ dismissed 

charges for lack of a speedy trial, so he was transferred to immigration custody and scheduled for departure. Filed last-

minute MTR. 

 

Procedural History: 

• IJ: Denied asylum and WH (drug conviction) but granted CAT deferral 

• BIA: Remanded issue because of error with CAT deferral analysis 

• IJ: Denied CAT deferral. BIA: affirmed. 3d Cir: denied review petition. 

• 2017: MTR filed with BIA. Was almost deported (from AZ), but 9th Circuit stayed it temporarily (3d denied it). 

Then they vacated it for lack of jurisdiction, but he was already back in immigration custody in NJ.  

• BIA: theft offense was an agg fel and a PSC, so no asylum or WH. No material change in country conditions, so 

no CAT. No exceptional circumstances warranting sua sponte reopening.  

 

Respondent’s Arguments for MTR: 

• Changed country conditions in Nigeria + bisexual identity 

• SCOTUS cases had changed the seriousness of his drug convictions so they were no longer ag fels or PSCs. 

• Exceptional circumstances, so sua sponte reopening was warranted. 

• Robbery is not agg fel / particularly serious crime. 

 

 

Appeals to Statute & Precedent: 

• 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(43)(G) / INA §101: Aggravated felony: theft offense 

• 8 U.S.C. § 1158 (b)(2)(B)(i) / INA §208: particularly serious crime bars a person from seeking asylum 

• 8 U.S.C. § 1231(b)(3)(B) / INA §241: particularly serious crime with a prison sentence of at least five years 

(received) bars withholding of removal. 
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Discussion: 

• “As for K.A.’s request for CAT protection, the BIA determined that the motion was untimely on the theory that 

K.A. did not demonstrate material changes in country conditions. (That conclusion, if correct, would justify the 

BIA's denial of K.A.’s entire motion to reopen.)”  104 

 

• “Through his petition, K.A. seeks to vacate the BIA's denial of his motion to reopen so that he can pursue asylum 

and withholding of removal on remand. But if he is ineligible for those forms of relief, then his petition cannot 

succeed. He must therefore prevail on his first argument – that his second-degree robbery conviction *105 does 

not disqualify him from asylum and withholding.” 104-105 

 

• “Without consent” element of generic theft definition: new consideration for 3d Circuit 

o “And in this context, the term ‘consent’ *106 is capable of multiple meanings.” 105-106 

▪ Assent / voluntary & intelligent agreeing 

▪ Circuit split here: 3d Circuit will go with the 2nd option. 

o INA calls it a “theft offense,” indicating that it belongs to a family of crimes—not a narrow definition. 

o “The Model Penal Code remained true to that tradition by defining consent to exclude instances in which 

assent alone was given. Those circumstances include legal incompetency, youth, mental disease, 

intoxication, improvident consent, and inducement “by force, duress or deception of a kind sought to be 

prevented by the law defining the offense.” Model Penal Code § 2.11(3).”  108 

 

• Categorical Approach: 

o “the minimum proof required for the state offense must satisfy each element of the federal generic 

definition.” 109 

▪ “Making that determination under the so-called categorical approach requires a comparison 

between the elements of the state-law crime and those of the generic federal offense; the 

individual facts associated with the state-law offense committed by the defendant are 

immaterial.” 109 

▪ (court looks at all 8 of NJ’s theft crimes and matches them with the three elements of the generic 

definition without even looking at what K.A. was specifically accused of doing. Any of the 8 

would fit the three elements, so no matter what he was convicted of doing specifically, he was 

convicted of a “theft offense” which = agg fel which = PSC.) 

 

Commentary: 

• Aggravated felony = particularly serious crime 

• Generic theft offense definition: 

o “[T]he taking of property or an exercise of control over property without consent with the criminal intent 

to deprive the owner of rights and benefits of ownership, even if such deprivation is less than total or 

permanent.” Gonzales v. Duenas-Alvarez, 549 U.S. 183, 189 (2007) (quoting Penuliar v. Gonzales, 435 

F.3d 961, 969 (9th Cir. 2006)) 

o Three elements: 

▪ Taking property 

▪ Without consent 

▪ With criminal intent (even if less than permanent) 

 


